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A BOUND FOR THE SUM OF HEIGHTS ON ITERATES IN
TERMS OF A DYNAMICAL DEGREE
JORGE MELLO
Abstract. We give a corrected proof for a fact stated on a previous paper
by the author, namely, that for any Weil height hX with respect to an ample
divisor on a projective variety X, any dynamical system F of rational self-
maps on X, and any ǫ > 0, there is a positive constant C = C(X, hX , f, ǫ)
such that
∑
f∈Fn
h+
X
(f(P )) ≤ C.kn.(δF + ǫ)
n.h+
X
(P )
for all points P whose F-orbit is well defined, with δF being a dynamical
degree associated with a system of several maps, defined by the author in the
previous paper mentioned above.
1. Introduction
On the paper [15], we defined arithmetical and dynamical degrees for dynamical
systems with several rational maps on projective varieties, studied their properties
and relations, and proved the existence of a canonical height function associated
with divisorial relations in the Ne´ron-Severi Group over Global fields of character-
istic zero, when the rational maps are morphisms. For such, we showed that for
any Weil height hX with respect to an ample divisor on a projective variety X , any
dynamical system F of rational self-maps on X , and any ǫ > 0, there is a positive
constant C = C(X,hX , f, ǫ) such that∑
f∈Fn
h+X(f(P )) ≤ C.kn.(δF + ǫ)n.h+X(P )
for all points P whose F -orbit is well defined. Such theorem implied that the dy-
namical degree was an upper bound for the arithmetic degree, and implied the ex-
istence of a new canonical height generalizing canonical heights due to J.Silverman
and S. Kawaguchi. Those results of us formally generalized definitions and results
of the article [12], due to S. Kawaguchi and J.Silverman. It ocurred that Y. Mat-
suzawa [14] wrote a paper pointing that Kawaguchi and Silverman’s main theorem
in such article had a mistake in their proof, and after this, he showed a new proof
for the bounds stated by S. Kawaguchi and J.Silverman, who worked with systems
having only one map in their work. We checked that our previous results mentioned
above contain a proof with a mistake similar to that of Kawaguchi and Silverman’s
theorem for systems with one map. Namely, our constant C7, appearing in the
proof of theorem 5.1 of [15], depends initially on m, then it is not necessarily true
that C7
1/ml goes to 1 when m goes to infinity, and hence the end of this theorem’s
proof is not correct. So, inspired in the article of Y. Matsuzawa [14], we correct
the proof for our bound, and generalize the theorem, now due to Matsuzawa, for
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our case of eigensystems of several maps studied by Kawaguchi. Our task in this
short paper is to prove the result below, which corrects our proof in [15], making
us to obtain again αF(P ) ≤ δF as a corollary, and the existence of a new canonical
height, both results stated on [15], where the author defined new arithmetic and
dynamical degrees αF(P ), δF for systems F with several maps.
Theorem 1.1: Let K be a number field or a one variable function field of char-
acteristic 0 , let F = {f1, ..., fk} be a set of dominant self rational maps on
X defined over K, let hX be a Weil height on X(K¯) relative to an ample divi-
sor, let h+X = max{hX , 1}, and let ǫ > 0. Then there exists a positive constant
C = C(X,hX , f, ǫ) such that for all P ∈ XF (K¯) and all n ≥ 0,∑
f∈Fn
h+X(f(P )) ≤ C.kn.(δF + ǫ)n.h+X(P ).
As we mentioned, this theorem generalizes a Matsuzawa’s bound for systems
with one map given in [14, theorem 3.1], giving us the veracity of the following two
results proved by the author of this paper on [15].
Corollary 1.2: Let P ∈ XF(K¯). Then
α¯F (P ) ≤ δF .
Proof. Let ǫ > 0. Then
α¯F(P ) =
1
k lim supn→∞{
∑
f∈Fn
h+X(f(P ))}
1
n by definition of α¯F
≤ lim supn→∞(C.(δF + ǫ)n.h+X(P ))
1
n from theorem 1.1
= δF + ǫ.
This holds for all ǫ > 0, which proves that α¯F(P ) ≤ δF . 
Theorem 1.3: Assume that F = f1, ..., fk : X → X are morphisms, and let
D ∈Div(X)R that satisfies the algebraic relation∑k
i=1 f
∗
i D ≡ βD for some real number β >
√
δFk,
where ≡ denotes algebraic equivalence in NS(X)R. Then
(a) For all P ∈ X(K¯), the following limit converges:
hˆD,F(P ) = limn→∞
1
βn
∑
f∈Fn
hD(f(P )).
(b) The canonical height in (a) satisfies∑k
i=1 hˆD,F(fi(P )) = βhˆD,F(P ) and hˆD,F(P ) = hD(P ) +O(
√
h+X(P )).
(c) If hˆD,F(P ) 6= 0, then αF (P ) ≥ β/k.
(d) If hˆD,F (P ) 6= 0 and β = δFk, then αF (P ) = δF .
(e) Assume that D is ample and that K is a number field. Then
hˆD,F (P ) = 0 ⇐⇒ P is preperiodic, i.e, has finite F-orbit.
Proof. See [15], using theorem 1.1 above in the place of theorem 5.1 of [15]. 
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2. Proof of the theorem
Theorem 1.1 will be a consequence from the slightly weaker result:
Theorem 2.1: Let K be a number field or a one variable function field of
characteristic 0 , let F = {f1, ..., fk} be a set of dominant self rational maps on
X defined over K, let hX be a Weil height on X(K¯) relative to an ample divisor,
let h+X = max{hX , 1}, and let ǫ > 0. Then there exists a positive constant C =
C(X,hX , f, ǫ), and t positive integer such that for all P ∈ XF(K¯) and all n ≥ 0,∑
f∈Fnt
h+X(f(P )) ≤ C.knt.(δF + ǫ)nt.h+X(P ).
Before proving it and then deduce theorem 1.1, we state and prove two auxiliar
short lemmas.
Lemma 2.2: In the situation above, there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that∑
f∈Fn
h+X(f(P )) ≤ kn.Cn.h+X(P ).
for all P ∈ XF (K¯).
Proof. We take H an ample divisor on X , hH ≥ 1 and hf∗
i
H height functions
associated to H and f∗i H respectively, so that
hH(fi(P )) ≤ hf∗
i
H(P ) +O(1)
for all P ∈ XF(K¯) , with O(1) depending on H, fi, f∗i H,hH , hf∗i H , but not on
P . Then, for C enough large, we find that hf∗
i
H(P ) + O(1) ≤ ChH(P ), and so
hH(fi(P )) ≤ ChH(P ) for all P ∈ XF (K¯), which yields∑
f∈Fn
hH(f(P )) ≤ kn.Cn.hH(P ).
The proof is finished since hH and hX are associated with ample divisors, and
therefore are commensurate. 
Lemma 2.3: Let A0 := {a0}, a0 ≥ 1, k fixed, and for each l ∈ N, Al a set with
kl positive real numbers such that∑
a∈An
a ≤∑a∈An−1 a+ C1(∑a∈An−1 √a+∑a∈An−1 √a+ C2) for all n ≥ 1,
where C1, C2 are non-negative constants. Then there exists a positive constant C
depending only on C1, C2 such that∑
a∈An
a ≤ kn−1.C.n2.a0
Proof.
∑
a∈An
a ≤∑a∈An−1 a+ C1(∑a∈An−1 √a+∑a∈An−1 √a+ C2)
=
∑
a∈An−1
[a+ C1(
√
a+
√
a+ C2)] ≤
∑
a∈An−1
[a+ C1
√
a(1 +
√
1 +
C2
a
)]
≤∑a∈An−1 [a+ C1√a(1 +√1 + C2)] = ∑a∈An−1 [a+ C3√a] with
C3 := C1(1 +
√
1 + C2).
Thus we have
∑
a∈A1
a ≤∑a∈A0 [a+ C3√a] = a0 + C3√a0 ≤ a0(1 + C3)
≤ a0.C = a0.C.k0, where C := max{C3.k
4
, 1 + C3}, and we want to prove by in-
duction that
∑
a∈An
a ≤ Ckn−1n2a0. So we compute
∑
a∈An+1
a ≤∑a∈An [a+ C3√a] ≤∑a∈An a+ C3 ∑a∈An √a
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≤∑a∈An a+ kn/2C1/23
√∑
a∈An
a ≤ kn−1Cn2a0 + kn/2C1/23
√
kn−1Cn2a0
≤ kn−1Cn2a0 + 2k(n−1)/2
√
C
√
kn−1Cn2a0 ≤ kn−1Ca0(n2 + 2n√
a0
)
≤ kn−1Ca0(n2 + 2n) ≤ knC˜a0(n + 1)2, where we can make C˜ := max{C3/4, 1 +
C3} 
Now we start the proof of theorem 2.1
Proof of theorem 2.1: We take D1, .., Dr very ample divisors forming a basis
of NS(X)R, and H ≡
∑
ciDi ample with ci ≥ 0 such that H +Di, H −Di are all
ample.
We consider a resolution of indeterminacy p : Y → X as a sequence of blowing
ups working for each fi, such that gi := fi ◦ p is a morphism for each i ≤ k, and
Exc(p) is the exceptional locus of p. For each j ≤ k, i ≤ r, we take effective divisors
D˜
(j)
i onX with D˜
(j)
i linearly equivalent toDi, and such that none of the components
of g∗j D˜
(j)
i are containded in Exc(p). The divisor Z
(j)
i := p
∗p∗g
∗
j D˜
(j)
i − g∗j D˜(j)i on
Y is effective and has support contained in Exc(p). We denote F
(j)
i := g
∗
jDi for
i = 1, ..., r, and take divisors F
(j)
r+1, ..., F
(j)
s so that F
(j)
1 , ..., F
(j)
s form a basis for
NS(Y )R. For i ≤ r, we can see that p∗p∗F (j)i −F (j)i and Z(j)i are linearly equivalent.
By [7, prop. 7.10], we can find H ′ ∈ Div(Y )K ample so that p∗H −H ′ is effective
with support contained in Exc(p).
We consider g∗jDi ≡
∑
m≤s a
(j)
miF
(j)
m for i = 1, ..., r and A(j) := (a
(j)
mi)m,i the
correspondent s× r−matrix. We also denote p∗F (j)i ≡
∑
l≤r b
(j)
li Dl; i = 1, ..., s, and
B(j) := (b
(j)
li )l,i the correspondent r × s−matrix.
We see that B(j)A(j) is a matrix representing f∗j with respect to the basis
D1, ..., Dr.
Let us fix some notation:
~D := (D1, ..., Dr), ~F
(j) := (F
(j)
1 , ..., F
(j)
s ), ~Z(j) := (Z
(j)
1 , ..., Z
(j)
s ),~c := (c1, ..., cr),
E(j) := g∗jH− < A(j)~c, ~F (j) >, ~E′
(j)
= (E′1
(j), ..., E′s
(j)) := p∗ ~F
(j) − B(j)T ~D. We
note that E(j) and ~E′
(j)
are numerically zero divisors for each j.
We choose height functions hD1 , ..., hDr for D1, ...Dr respectively, and hH ≥ 1
with respect to H such that hH ≥ |hDi | for each i ≤ r. All of these functions are
independent of F . Defining h
F
(j)
i
:= hDi ◦gj , i = 1, ..., r height functions associated
with F
(j)
i . For i = r + 1, ..., s we fix height functions hp∗F (j)i
with respect to the
divisors p∗F
(j)
i , and we denote: h~D := (D1, ..., Dr), h~F (j) := (hF (j)1
, ..., h
F
(j)
s
),
hp∗ ~F (j) := (hp∗F (j)1
, ..., h
p∗F
(j)
s
), h ~E′(j) := (hE′1(j)
, ..., hE′s(j)) = hp∗ ~F (j) −B(j)
T
h~D,
h~Z(j) := (hZ(j)1
, ..., h
Z
(j)
s
) = hp∗ ~F (j) ◦ p − h~F (j) , where h~Z(j)i and h ~E′(j)i are height
functions associated with the divisors ~Z
(j)
i and
~E′
(j)
i . Also, define
hE(j) := hH ◦ gj− < A(j)~c, h ~F (j) >.
We can suppose that h
Z
(j)
i
≥ 0 on Y − Z(j)i . We can fix a height function hH′ ≥
1 related to H ′, and a height function hp∗H−H′ related to p
∗H − H ′ satisfying
hp∗H−H′ ≥ 0 on Y−Exc(p). Since E(j) and E′i(j) are numerically equivalent to zero,
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there exists a positive constant such that |hE(j) | ≤ C
√
hH′ and |hE′
i
(j) | ≤ C√hH .
Also, there exists a constant γ ≥ 0 such that hH ◦ p ≥ hp∗H−H′ + hH′ − γ on
Y (K¯). Finally, if we denote by M(fj) the matrix representing f
∗
j , linear map
on NS(X)R, with respect to the basis D1, ..., Dr, ||M(fj)|| the maximum absolute
value of its coefficients (norm of a matrix), then we make the notation ||M(Fn)|| :=
maxf∈Fn ||M(f)||.
For P ∈ XF(K¯), n ≥ 1, we compute:
∑
f∈Fn
hH(f(P )) =
∑
i≤k
∑
f∈Fn−1
hH(fi(f(P )))
=
∑
i≤k,f∈Fn−1
[(hH ◦ gi)(p−1f(P ))− < A(i)~c, hp∗F (i) ◦ p > (p−1f(P ))
+ < A(i)~c, hp∗F (i) > (f(P ))] =
∑
i≤k,f∈Fn−1
[< A(i)~c, hF (i)−hp∗F (i) ◦p > (p−1f(P ))
+ hE(i)(p
−1f(P ))+ < B(i)A(i)~c, h~D > (f(P ))+ < A
(i)~c, hE′(i) > (f(P ))]
=
∑
i≤k,f∈Fn−1
[< ~c,−hZ(i) > (p−1f(P )) + hE(i)(p−1f(P ))
+ < B(i)A(i)~c, h~D > (f(P ))+ < ~c,A
(i)ThE′(i) > (f(P ))]
≤∑i≤k,f∈Fn−1 [hE(i)(p−1f(P ))+ < B(i)A(i)~c, h~D > (f(P ))
+ < ~c,A(i)
T
hE′(i) > (f(P ))] ≤
∑
i≤k,f∈Fn−1
[r2||~c||||B(i)A(i)||hH(f(P ))
+ r||~c||C
√
hH(f(P )) + C
√
hH′(p−1f(P ))]
≤∑i≤k,f∈Fn−1 [r2||~c||||B(i)A(i)||hH(f(P ))+r||~c||C
√
hH(f(P ))+C
√
hH′ (f(P )) + γ],
where the last follows because hH◦p ≥ hp∗H−H′+hH′−γ on Y (K¯) and hp∗H−H′ ≥ 0
on Y−Exc(p).
Denoting by R := maxi{1, r2||~c||||B(i)||||A(i)||}, and dividing the whole inequal-
ity above by Rn, we obtain
1
Rn
∑
f∈Fn
hH(f(P ))
≤ k.[∑f∈Fn−1 hH(f(P ))Rn +r||~c||C
∑
f∈Fn−1
√
hH(f(P ))
Rn−1
+C
∑
f∈Fn−1
√
hH(f(P ))
Rn−1
+ γ],
which, by lemma 2.3, implies that
∑
f∈Fn
hH(f(P )) ≤ C1knn2RnhH(P ),
for a positive constant C1.
Fixing a real number ǫ > 0, let δF = lim supn ρ(Fn)1/n as defined in [15]. Then
by [15, 3.8 and 4.2], we can check that δF ≥ limn ||M(Fn)||1/n, and hence there is
a positive integer l such that
||M(Fl)||
(δF + ǫ)l
r2||~c|| < 1. We fix such l and we apply the
arguments of last computations to conclude, for Fln = (Fl)n, that is it true that
there exists a constant C1 such that
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∑
f∈Fnl
hH(f(P )) ≤ C1klnn2 R
n
(δF + ǫ)nl
(δF + ǫ)
nlhH(P ),
forR ≤ maxi{1, r2||~c||M(Fl||}. Thus, there is a constant C2 such that C1n2 R
n
(δF + ǫ)nl
≤
C2 for all n. So we find that∑
f∈Fnl
h+X(f(P )) ≤ C2.knl.(δF + ǫ)nl.h+X(P )
for all n, showing theorem 2.1.
Proof that theorem 2.1 implies theorem 1.1. We proved that for any ǫ > 0 there
is a positive integer l and a positive constant C so that∑
f∈Fnl
h+X(f(P )) ≤ C.knl.(δF + ǫ)nl.h+X(P ),
for all n, and P ∈ XF(K¯). Given a integer n, there are q ≥ 0 and 0 < t < l such
that n = lq + t. Let also C1 be the constant of lemma 2.2. For P ∈ XF(K¯), we
calculate that ∑
f∈Fn
h+X(f(P ))
≤ C.klq .(δF + ǫ)lq.
∑
f∈Ft
h+X(f(P ))
≤ C.klq.(δF + ǫ)lq.Ct1.kt.h+X(P )
≤ CCl−11 kn(δF + ǫ)nh+X(P ),
as we wanted to show.
Acknowledgement: I would like to thank J. Silverman for his important ad-
vice, concerning the article of Yohsuke Matsuzawa.
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